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Abstract 

 
The abduction of 276 students of Government Girls Secondary School, Chibok caused 

worldwide outcry and demand for their rescue and release. The media are at the centre of 

it all by reporting and providing real-time updates of the unfolding story. This study 

investigated the themes and frames adopted in reporting the incident in the Daily Trust, 

Vanguard, Leadership, The Guardian, Premium Times and Daily Post online newspapers 

from 15th April 2014 to 14th April 2016. The study adopted framing theory as its 

theoretical framework and qualitative content analysis to examine news, features, 

editorials, cartoons, photos and videos under the framing functions of problem definition, 

causal interpretation, moral evaluation, treatment recommendation; and consequences as 

broad categories of contents to reveal the themes and frames in reporting the abduction. 

A total of 350 editions of the selected online newspapers were coded and analysed. 

Inductive method was employed to extract themes and subsequently sift and reveal 

frames on the abduction. Findings reveal a number of themes such as 

#BringBackOurGirls campaign, insecurity, ill equipped military, Chibok girls’ 

abduction, government ineptitude, insensitivity, irresponsibility; and corruption in the 

military and the government, among others, in reporting the Chibok girls’ abduction. 

Findings also reveal frames such as blame, rescue demand, condemnation, protest, 

insecurity, rescue effort, victim, political, hope, corruption and poor governance, among 

others. The study concludes that, the reporting of the Chibok girls’ abduction is mostly 

done with negative themes and frames and recommends that policy makers both on 

security and media issues should be more proactive and utilise the findings of academic 

researches such as this to serve as a mirror reflecting on issues affecting the society. 

Keywords:  framing, abduction, media, Chibok girls, #BBOG campaign 

Introduction 

The efforts of the mass media in promoting and preserving society and its ideals cannot be over-

emphasised. From the struggles of Nigeria’s independence, through the military interventions and the 

actualization and sustenance of current democracy, the mass media have remained the lubricants for 

smooth achievement of socio-political mobilization and national development. Hodkinson (2010) cited in 

Bello and Oso (2018) posited that the media have an overwhelming cumulative impact in our everyday 

lives which outlines and amplifies our broader cultural relations, experiences, values and understanding of 

the world. This has been achieved by the media through frequent reportage of issues and events in 

societies as the media have been identified as major channels through which people understand public 

issues such as conflict, famines and politics among others. Therefore, the media undoubtedly remain the 

corner-stone especially during national emergencies or security challenges such as the Boko Haram 

insurgency which has become part of our national dreaded realities.  

Boko Haram insurgency, a conflict which started in 2009 constitutes a major threat to the 

existence of a corporate Nigerian state. According to Galadima (2019), Boko Haram insurgents have 

consistently launched both overt and covert attacks on the Nigerian nation and its citizens thus affecting 

lives and livelihoods thereby impacting on the country’s socio-economic wellbeing and development. 

Boko Haram sect has in several instances engaged the nation’s security establishments in open 

confrontations with its attendant high casualty. The group has attacked towns and villages, bombed 
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churches, mosques, markets and media houses; and killed, maimed and kidnapped women and children 

among others. However, none of its operations attracted public attention like the abduction of the 276 

Chibok school girls in April, 2014. The kidnap was greeted with open condemnations both within and 

outside Nigeria, and reported by various newspapers and broadcast media including their online 

counterparts, using a variety of concepts and statements across multiple channels and platforms. 

It is indeed a common knowledge that people in all societies depend on the media for news and 

information on issues and events happening around them. The advent of online newspapers makes it 

easier for audiences to access news and information at a click of a button. It’s no wonder therefore that 

Boko Haram drew unprecedented national and international attention to its activities when reports 

surfaced notably on the internet (online media) about the abduction of 276 school girls from Government 

Girls’ Secondary School, Chibok, in Borno State. Though 57 escaped within hours of the abduction, 219 

however remained in Boko Haram captivity for a long period of time. This development triggered off 

widespread social movements, mass media campaigns both on mainstream and social media and the 

launching of a campaign on twitter, the “#BringBackOurGirls”. It became almost impossible to look at 

the pages of newspapers both online and in print without stories on the Chibok girls’ abduction. For 

instance, newspapers like Daily Trust and The Guardian give daily updates on the number of days the 

girls are missing (see: www.dailytrust.com.ng/, www.guardian.ng). 

Moreover, media coverage and “framing” of the “#BringBackOurGirls” campaign, managed by 

influencers and activists both on ground and online may have resulted in widespread  publicity which 

gained global attention from international human rights groups, nongovernmental organisations and other 

donor agencies; foreign governments and celebrities; thus attracting notable personalities such as the then 

British Prime Minister David Cameron, former US President Barrack Obama and his wife, Michelle 

Obama; celebrities like Angelina Jolie, Ellen DeGeneres and MalalaYousafzai, among others, to call for 

action and support the campaign to rescue the Chibok school girls. Media framing of the Chibok girls also 

may have been an additional push which earned the commitment of the government leading to the rescue 

and release of 104 girls after more than 2 years in captivity. This study examined and analysed the themes 

and frames in reporting the Chibok girls’ abduction by the Daily Trust, Vanguard, Guardian, Leadership, 

Premium Times and Daily Post onlinenewspapers from 15th April 2014 to 14th April 2016 

Statement of the Problem  

The media responded to the widespread social movements and mass campaigns following the abduction 

of the Chibok school girls by Boko Haram insurgents on April 24th, 2014 with real-time coverage across 

frontiers. The world witnessed worldwide outcry for the rescue and the release of the abducted school 

girls with the media at the centre of the everything, reporting the unfolding events, using diverse words, 

concepts and phrases that gave varied meanings to the Chibok girls discourse. These fit the submission of 

framing literature (Entman, 1993; Scheufele, 1999; Gamson, 2001; Nisbet, 2009) which suggests that 

news and information are transmitted to audiences through various forms of communication which are 

“framed” to meet the goals of the providing source.  

Existing literature and empirical evidences revealed a number of reports and researches on the 

Chibok girls’ abduction (see Smith, 2015; Maiangwa&Agbiboa, 2014; Ireju, Nwigoh, Nwigoh&Ojo, 

2014; Ngwu, Ekwe&Chiaha (2015)   Ugwumba& Odom; 2015; Edegor, Dike &Agbana, 2015; Jibril, 

2015) but there appears to be limited researches on the themes and frames of reporting the Chibok girls 

abduction by online newspapers. Thus, this study examined and analysed the themes and frames in 

reporting the Chibok girls abduction by the Daily Trust, Vanguard, Guardian, Leadership, Premium 

Times and Daily Post onlinenewspapers from 15th April 2014 to 14th April 2016 

Research objectives 
This work seeks to examine the following research objectives to guide the research efforts: 

http://www.dailytrust.com.ng/
http://www.guardian.ng/
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1. To identify the dominant themes used in framing the abduction of Chibok girls’ by the selected 

online newspapers 

2. To reveal the frames in reporting the Chibok girls’ abduction by the selected online newspapers. 

 

 

 

Theoretical Framework 

This study hinges its theoretical under pinning on the framing theory. The theory is rooted in both 

Sociology and psychology with a focus on how manner of presentations affect meaning and 

interpretation. This study adopts framing theory because it provides a means of describing the power of 

media content to direct audiences’ cognition towards a particular interpretation of a subject based on the 

types of frames used.  

Pan and Kosici (1993) note that every news story has a theme that relates to a meaning. Themes 

are tools used by newsmakers to compose or construct news discourses as well as psychological stimuli 

for audience to process…a theme is presented or implied or provided evidence in the form of Journalists 

words of actions or quotations of a source is presented to support the story. 

Evidence revealed that the framing theory can be used to examine different media contents and 

the effects of frames on individuals and societies (de Vreese, 2005). To this, Volkmer (2009) sums it up 

thus: 
As media maintain a fourth estate role in democratic societies, media researchers find 

framing theory helpful to analyse the imbalances and underlying power structures that 

mediate political issues. For example, the frame of a story about the environment can be 

quite different in conservative or liberal media outlets. However, the use of framing theory 

not only identifies the difference framings of one story across a number of news outlets, 

but allows us to detect journalistic bias. The use of stereotypical framing, frames along 

gender lines, or imbalances of the representation of relevant societal communities, such as 

ethnic minorities within a national or transnational public, are examples of different 

frames that might be used. 

This implies that framing theory can be employed to analyse different issues in different contexts. 

This constitutes one of its strengths among many others. The theory also serves as a means to describe the 

power of communication to direct individuals’ cognition towards a prescribed interpretation of events and 

issues. However, the major drawbacks of the theory are that, though, the theory is popular, it is 

inconsistent in its application as studies draw on operational definitions within the context of their studies 

(de Vreese, 2005).  

Additionally, Gitlin (1980, p. 7) describes frames as ‘persistent patterns of cognition, 

interpretation, and presentation, of selection, emphasis and exclusion by which symbol handlers routinely 

organize discourse. Gamson and Modigliani (1989) posit that frames are ‘interpretative packages’ that 

give meaning to an issue. At the core of this package is ‘a central organizing idea, or a frame, for making 

sense of relevant events, suggesting what the issue is”. 

However, Entman (1993) posits that there is no general statement of framing that exactly shows 

how frames become. But despite this drawback, this study finds the strengths of the theory as sufficient 

enough to examine and reveal the themes and frames used in reporting the Chibok girls’ abduction in the 

selected online newspapers. As the abduction of Chibok girls from their school on the 14th April, 2014 

witnessed widespread, real time coverage from the media, thereby reporting the events and unfolding 

issues with wide variety of themes and concepts in order to deliver the intended messages to the public. 

Audiences’ on the other hand can interpret issues based how they are framed and presented to them by the 
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media hence the adoption of the framing theory to examine themes and frames in reporting the Chibok 

girls abduction.  

Methodology 

This study used content analysis as its method of data collection and qualitative approach was adopted to 

examine the contents of selected online newspapers which revealed the themes and frames on Chibok 

schoolgirls’ abduction. 

The universe of this study is all Nigerian newspapers published online and the population of the 

study is made up of Daily Trust, Vanguard, Guardian, Leadership, Premium Times and Daily Post online 

newspapers from 15th April 2014 to 14th April 2016. Purposive sampling technique was used to select the 

online newspapers for content analysis while systematic sampling technique was employed to select 

newspaper editions within the 24 months study period.  

A total of 365 days multiplied by 2 years is 730 days including weekends, therefore, when 730 

editions are multiplied by 6 online newspapers, there are 4380 editions in all. The sampling frame 

therefore is 4380. To ensure representativeness and avoid bias in determining the appropriate sample size 

from the study population, researchers used an online sample size calculator (Macorr, 2018) at 95% 

confidence level and 5% confidence interval or margin of error to arrive at a sample size of 353 editions 

of online newspapers. So, when the population of 4380 is divided by 353 editions, the interval is 12 days 

between editions (population/sample size = interval). Individually, each newspaper will have a sample 

size of 58.8 when we divide the total sample size with the number of newspapers (353/6=58.8). 

Therefore, in order to bring sample size of each newspaper to a round figure, researchers oversampled and 

added one newspaper making a total of 354 newspapers selected for analysis, with each publication 

having a total of 59 editions. Simple random technique was used to select the first issue each for the six 

selected online newspapers studied. 

The units of analysis are news, features, editorials, cartoons, photos and videos. The 

categorisation system was derived from Entman’s framing functions of problem definition, causal 

interpretation, moral evaluation, treatment recommendation and consequences (as expanded by Hamid, 

Hussein & Chu 2010).This research adopted these content categorisation using both the deductive and 

inductive approaches to examine and extract themes and reveal frames based on the objectives of this 

study under each framing category. Furthermore, these framing categories were operationalised to 

measure the presence or absence of media frames on the Chibok girls abduction. These in turn elicited 

responses that enabled the researcher identify and systematically group variables to specific clusters in a 

certain pattern that can be identified across several texts. Thus, as patterns were identified, themes that 

were similar in meaning were grouped together, and subsequently, frames on the Chibok girls abduction 

naturally emerged from the data thereby inhibiting researcher’s subjective tendencies.  

Reliability was measured as a pilot study with 10% of the sample size using Holsti’s co-

efficiency of reliability thus: CE= 3M/N1+N2+N3 and the percentage of inter coder agreement and co-

efficiency of reliability yielded 97.9. The figure is rounded to 98%. 

Findings and Discussions 

Revealing the dominant themes of reports is the first objective of this research. Therefore, after 

careful reading and manual examination of newspaper texts, deductive approach was first employed using 

predetermined questions where responses were categorised and labelled according to themes alongside 

reasoning devices. These reasoning devices allowed the researcher to give justification for thematic 

categorisation. Themes with similar meaning were then grouped together, subsequently inductive 

approach was employed to reveal frames used in reporting the Chibok girls abduction.  
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Themes were synthesised from the hard news in headlines, the lead or the first three paragraphs 

of the news content, headlines or content in editorials, contents of cartoons, photo captions/content and 

video contents. The table below gives a detailed presentation of the themes used under each framing 

category. 

Table 1: Thematic distribution across framing categories 

Framing category Themes  

Problem Definition 1) Insecurity 

2) Ill equipped military 

3) Boko Haram insurgency/terrorism 

4) Power struggle 

5) Government negligence 

6) Lack of knowledge on the abduction 

7) Government unseriousness 

8) Poor governance 

9) Corruption in government  

10) Government irresponsibility 

11) Low intelligence information 

12) 276 Chibok girls abducted 

13) Nonchalant military attitude   

14) Government not committed 

15) Government ineptitude 

Causal Interpretation  1) Military ill equipped 

2) Irresponsible government 

3) Sluggish government 

4) Boko Haram abducted Chibok girls 

5) Poor governance 

6) Failing family values 

7) Power tussle 

8) Government laxity 

9) FG reluctant to end insurgency 

10) FG lack security information 

11) FG caused abduction 

12) Corruption in government 

13) Insecurity 

14) Corruption in the military 

15) Boko Haram crises 

16) Inept president 

17) Government not serious 

18) Insurgency caused abduction 

19) Almajiri system caused abduction 

20) Lack of religious understanding 

Moral Evaluation 1) Military had prior knowledge 

2) FG blamed for abduction 

3) Chibok girls abduction condemned 

4) Government responsible for abduction 

5) Western powers accused over abduction 
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6) Campaigners insensitive 

7) Government accused of spreading falsehood 

8) Military corrupt 

9) Hope not lost 

10) Jonathan cannot contest 

11) Abduction affects education 

12) FG turned down international support 

13) Mistrust in the government 

14) Maltreatment of the abducted girls 

15) FG responds late 

16) Action not taken 

17) Deliberate prolonging the conflict 

18) Politicians conspiracy 

19) Poor governance 

20) Unconcerned government 

21) FG not serious 

22) Scheme for power in the north 

23) Military weak  

24) Military to be blamed 

25) Chibok girls abduction unfair 

26) Government irresponsible 

27) Absent President 

28) Corruption leads to abduction 

29) Corruption in government 

30) President insensitive 

31) Northern elite’s fault 

32) Military involved in abduction 

33) Conspiracy against Jonathan 

34) Unconcerned government 

35) Northerners plans to oust the president 

36) FG made reckless statements 

37) Abduction caused international outrage 

38) Irresponsible government amid insurgency 

39) FG reacted with disbelief and indifference 

40) Government careless 

41) FG treated abduction like a lie 

42) FG failed to seek international support 

43) Buhari failed to fulfil campaign promises 

44) Government failure 

45) Girls dreams were truncated by Boko Haram 

46) Religious leaders blamed 

47) Northern elders encouraged insurgency 

48) Power tussle and conspiracy 

49) Boko Haram are terrorists 

50) Swap deal doubted 

Treatment 

Recommendation 

1) Demand for rescue 

2) Reward for information 

3) Vigilante give support 

4) Engage international community 
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5) Employ strong military action 

6) Rebuild Chibok school 

7) Swap offer deal considered 

8) Foreign aid and intervention 

9) Security support 

10) Panel report on Chibok girls 

11) Government meeting Chibok parents 

12) Re-strategising to rescue girls 

13) Rehabilitation and re-integration 

14) Rescue pleading 

15) End insurgency 

16) Service chiefs moved 

17) Group demands for action 

18) FG given ultimatum to rescue girls 

19) Government intensifies rescue effort 

20) Military posts to sambisa 

21) FG considers all options 

22) FG in a dialogue with BH 

23) FG/ BH ceasefire deals 

24) FG calls for foreign support 

25) FG to partner with international community 

26) FG provides military weapons 

27) FG calls for community support 

28) Strengthen military might 

29) Increase security surveillance 

30) Rescue Chibok girls 

31) Ongoing negotiations  

32) #BringBackOurGirls 

33) Rescue our children alive  

34) Negotiate with insurgents 

35) Group pleads for girls rescue 

36) President elect promised rescue 

37) Group pledges rescue support 

38) FG committed to girls rescue 

39) #MiamiDemandsOurGirlsBackNow 

40) Seek regional support 

41) Chibok elders want the girls alive 

42) Additional military posting 

43) FG to negotiate with insurgents 

44) Foreign government pledge support 

45) Swap deal struck 

Consequences 1) BBOG protest 

2) Police stops protesters 

3) Prayer for Chibok girls 

4) Government meets parents 

5) Pregnant abducted girl 

6) Girls are used as sex slaves 

7) Anniversary lecture holds  

8) Some girls rescued 
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9) Donations for Chibok girls 

10) Chibok parents protest 

11) Girls are used as suicide bombers 

12) Group protest for girls rescue 

13) Women rescued from sambisa 

14) Chibok parents weep for girls 

15) International campaign for girls rescue  launched  

16) BBOG grew into a movement 

17) Protests take international dimension 

18) FG entered into image management contract 

19) Chibok girls abduction caused global outrage 

20) BringBackOurGirls campaign set Twitter on fire 

21) BBOG movement ensured girls are not forgotten 

22) Vote out Jonathan 

23) Government meets parents 

24) Girls used as human shield 

25) Protest dying down 

26) Two years without Chibok girls 

 

The themes were categorised under each framing element to show which category used which 

themes. Interestingly, most themes appeared to be used by the selected online newspapers across all 

framing categories. For instance, insecurity appeared many times in defining the problem of the Chibok 

girls’ abduction and in diagnosing its causes. And the selected newspapers identified insecurity in direct 

connection with the abduction of the Chibok girls. Therefore, a particular theme is mentioned only once 

under each framing category irrespective of the number of appearances. 

In defining the problem of the Chibok girls abduction, the selected online newspapers used 

themes such as Insecurity, ill equipped military, Boko Haram insurgency/terrorism, power struggle, 

government negligence, government un seriousness, poor governance, corrupt government officials, 

government irresponsibility, low intelligence information, 276 Chibok girls abducted, nonchalant military 

attitude, uncommitted government and government ineptitude in direct connection with the problem of 

the Chibok girls abduction. For example, the following report by the Vanguard online newspapers of 6 

July, 2014 defines the problem of the Chibok girls’ abduction thus:  

Why Chibok is prone to Boko Haram attacks 

 

Chibok local government of Borno state which is south and about 160 kilometres from 

Maiduguri has been in news lately especially on April 14 when some armed members 

suspected to be Boko Haram members stormed Government Girls Secondary School 

Chibok and abducted over 200 female students after destroying classrooms and public 

structures… 

The above report is an example of a news article that examined the problem of the abduction by 

tracing its origin including stating the location of the abduction and the number of students abducted. 

Similarly, themes used in causal interpretation are many. Various themes interpreted the causes and 

factors responsible for the Chibok girls’ abduction whichinclude: Ill equipped military, government 

disbelief of the abduction, irresponsible government, sluggish government, Boko Haram abducted Chibok 

girls. poor governance, failing family values, power tussle, government laxity, FG reluctance to end 

insurgency, FG lack security information, FG caused abduction, corruption in government, insecurity, 

corruption in the military, Boko Haram crises, inept president, insecurity, government not serious, 
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insurgency caused abduction, Almajiri system caused abduction, lack of religious understanding and weak 

military among others. An example of a report with a theme that diagnosed the causes of the abduction 

was presented by The Guardian online newspapers of 20th April, 2015 below: 

 Why Chibok girls are still missing one year after kidnap by ActionAid 

 

ActionAid, an international civil society organisation with a local chapter in Nigeria, has 

attributed the failure to rescue the over 200 Chibok school girls abducted by the Boko 

Haram sect to faulty planning and indecisiveness of the Nigerian Government… 

The above report attributed the cause of the abduction of the Chibok girls to faulty planning and 

indecisiveness of the Nigerian government. In making moral evaluations and judgements on the 

abduction, themes of reports in the selected newspapers variously blamed and condemned the Boko 

Haram insurgents, the then government and the military using themes such as weak and corrupt military, 

corruption in government, government insensitive, government ineptitude, poor governance, unserious 

government, unconcerned government, action not taken; and late response by the government. While other 

themes evaluating and judging the abduction of the Chibok girls were made by the government and its 

officials. They variously judged BBOG campaigners and other groups as insensitive and lack moral 

values, northern leaders and politicians as scheming for power; and conspiracy in the north among others.  

An example of a report that morally evaluated and judged actors in the Chibok girls’ abduction 

story was carried by Vanguard online newspapers of 14th August, 2014: 

 
 Ultimatum to Jonathan on Chibok girls: Shut up, you’re rabble-rousers, NEC tells 

NEF 

 A group of Northern Elders under the aegis, Northern Elders Council (NEC) took a swipe 

at the Northern Elders Forum, NEF, for asking President Goodluck Jonathan to forget 

about contesting in 2015 if by October he failed to produce the Chibok secondary school 

students kidnapped by the Boko Haram in April. According to the group, rather than 

criticise President Goodluck Jonathan on the Chibok girls, the Northern Elders Forum 

should co-operate with him in the collective fight against insurgency… 

Themes identified in recommending treatments and remedies were many. Broadly, the themes of 

reports recommending treatments and remedies are divided into three: themes that demanded for the girls 

rescue, those that recommend ways to rescue the Chibok girls and those highlighting efforts made to 

rescue the Chibok girls. Themes from the first category include: #BringBackOurGirls campaigns, giving 

the federal government ultimatum to rescue girls, several rescue demands themes with prescriptions made 

by foreign governments, notable individuals and groups in an effort to rescue the Chibok girls and several 

rescue efforts made by the government including reward for information, negotiations, seeking local, 

regional and international support, acceptance of foreign aid and support, supply and deployment military 

personnel and equipments, increased security surveillance and other strategies. For example: 

We are committed to the Girls rescue – FG 

 

The federal government said it cannot put a time table on the rescue of the Chibok 

schoolgirls abducted by Boko Haram on April 14, 2014… Osibanjo said President 

Muhammadu Buhari has always been concerned on how to quickly rescue the missing 

schoolgirls… 

The story above contained a theme suggesting a kind of treatment to solving the Chibok girls’ 

abduction problem with the government reiterating its commitment to finding the Chibok girls. Similarly, 

themes from consequences of the Chibok girls’ abduction are broadly categorised into demand for rescue 

themes, effort to rescue Chibok girls themes and victims themes.  Themes in demand for rescue include: 
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#BringBackOurGirls protests, other mass protests and demonstrations by groups, Chibok parents; and 

other civil society groups and individuals. Rescue efforts themes include meeting with Chibok parents, 

prayers offered; several other resultant rescue efforts made by the government and its partners including 

image management theme. Victims themes used such themes as girls used as sex slaves, suicide bombers 

and human shield; effects of the abduction on parents, anniversary of the abduction, two years without 

Chibok girls, donations for the abducted, and protest dying down among others emanated from the reports 

on the abduction of the Chibok girls. 

For example, a political theme, a consequence of the abduction is carried by the DailyPost of 10th 

February, 2015. It reads: 

Fashola urges Nigerians to vote out Jonathan, for lying consistently 

 

 Lagos State Governor. Mr Babatunde Fashola has urged Nigerians to come out en masse to 

reject President Jonathan and his People’s Democratic Party, PDP, at the general election 

for consistently lying to the nations citizens about issues affecting their lives…He further 

lamented that the abducted schoolgirls from a Chibok Secondary by the Boko Haram 

terrorists had yet to be rescued almost a year after they were abducted… 

The above theme “vote out Jonathan” came as a consequence of the Chibok girls abduction, though 

with a political undertone, Fashola (as reported by Daily Post) nonetheless used the weakness of president 

Jonathan’s tenure in office under which the Boko Haram crises catapulted in dimensions and the 

abduction of 276 Chibok students was witnessed; and the inability of his government to manage the 

abduction and rescue the girls to frame his statement to suit his political ambition. 

From the above themes recorded in the selected online newspapers reporting the Chibok girls’ 

abduction, it is clear that newspapers contents variously used the framing functions of problem definition, 

causal interpretation, moral evaluation, treatment recommendations and consequences in framing the 

Chibok girls’ abduction. According to the literature examined, identifying themes is an important 

qualitative component of framing researches as they ease the process identifying frames and increase 

objectivity of research procedures. Moreover, they also reveal the latent meanings of stories as composed 

by news handlers and their likely reception by the audience. To this, Pan and Kosici (1993) stated that 

every news story has a theme that relates to a meaning as themes are tools used by newsmakers to 

compose or construct news discourses; as well as psychological stimuli for audience to process. Themes 

are usually presented or implied… Evidence is provided in the form of Journalists words of actions; or 

quotations of sources to support the story. For instance, the headline of reports in newspapers contains the 

brief summary of news reports. And themes can be extracted from them and the story’s lead as 

exemplified in the above reports.  

FRAMES ON THE CHIBOK GIRLS ABDUCTION  

The second objective of this research is to reveal the frames in reporting of the Chibok girls’ 

abduction by selected online newspapers. Table 2 below presents the frames extracted from the themes 

of reports examined on the Chibok girls’ abduction using the inductive approach. The table also presents 

tone and the summary of identified frames. 

Table 2: Frames on the Chibok girls’ abduction 

Framing 

category 

Frame Frame tone Summary of identified 

frames 
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Problem 

Definition 

1) Condemnation  

2) Ineptitude  

1) Abduction  

2) Insecurity  

3) Blame  

4) Contradictory  

5) Corruption  

6) Poor governance  

7) Victim  

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative  

Negative 

1) Blame  

2) Rescue demand  

3) Condemnation  

4) Protest 

5) Insecurity 

6) Victim  

Causal 

Interpretation 

1) Contradictory  

2) Blame  

3) Condemnation  

4) Abduction  

5) Poor governance 

6) Insecurity 

7) Corruption  

8) Religious  

9) Victim  

Negative 

Negative  

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 

7) Rescue effort  

8) Abduction  

9) Poor governance 

10) Doubt frame 

11) ineptitude 

Moral Evaluation 1) Blame frame  

2) Condemnation  

3) ineptitude frame 

4) Political  

5) Hope frame 

6) Doubt frame 

7) Insecurity 

8) Poor governance  

9) Corruption  

10) Contradictory  

11) Victim 

12) Abduction  

Negative 

Negative  

Negative 

Negative 

Positive 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 

Negative 

12) Advocacy  

13) Corruption 

14) Contradictory 

frame 

15) Hope frame 

16) Empathy frame 

17) Anniversary  

Treatment 

Recommendation 

1) Advocacy frame  

2) Empathy frame 

3) Rescue effort  

4) Rescue demand  

5) Hope  

6) Insecurity 

Positive 

Positive 

Positive 

Negative 

Positive  

Negative 

18) Political 

19) Hopelessness  

20)  

21) Religious   

22) Image management 
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From the data presented on table 2 above, frames are presented under each framing category 

alongside their tones. And in order to deepen the descriptions and broaden analyses and discussions, the 

summary of identified frames from reports on the Chibok girls’ abduction was also presented to reveal the 

dominant frames in the stories of Chibok girls’ abduction. Data revealed a total of 21 identified frames 

with16 different frames that appeared in negative tones while 5 frames appeared in positive tones. 

Therefore, the bulk of the identified frames were negatively toned, while the small minority were framed 

in a positive tone  

Frames such as hope, empathy, advocacy, rescue effort, and image making among others have 

positive diction to them. Similarly, frames such as condemnation, blame, rescue demand, protest, poor 

governance and insecurity frames among others are examples of negatively toned frames. Similarly, out 

of the 21 frames extracted from the themes of reports on the abduction of the Chibok girls, the dominant 

frames are blame, rescue demand, condemnation, protest and insecurity frames (in the order presented). 

And these dominant frames are all negatively toned. This therefore means that the Chibok abduction story 

was negatively framed by the selected online newspapers.  

Identifying tones in frames is important in relating the frame and its intended meaning. This is 

evident in the words of Scheufele& Tewksbury (2007) who stated that, framing is based on the 

assumption that how an issue is characterised in a news report can have an influence on how it is 

understood by the audience. To this, de Vreese (2005) stated that frames are abstractions that organise a 

message’s meanings. Frames direct audience’s attention to an aspect of perceived reality by obscuring 

others thereby providing windows on how issues are understood consequently leading to certain expected 

reactions.  

Furthermore, from the table above, it is evident that all the frames used in defining the problem of 

the Chibok girls’ abduction by the selected newspapers were negative in tone. Frames such as poor 

governance, insecurity and condemnation which appeared to have the highest mentions were all 

negatively toned in problem definition, thereby linking and defining the Chibok girls’ abduction due to 

poor governance, insecurity in a condemning tone. Similarly, in diagnosing the causes of the Chibok 

girls’ abduction by the selected online newspapers, negatively toned frames with their central organising 

Consequences 1) Hopelessness  

2) Victim 

3) Protest 

4) Doubt   

5) Empathy  

6) Hope 

7) Anniversary  

8) Rescue effort  

9) Political  

10) Insecurity  

11) Rescue demand 

12) Blame 

13) Condemnation 

14) Image making 

Negative  

Negative 

Negative  

Negative 

Positive  

Positive 

Negative  

Positive  

Negative  

Negative  

Negative  

Negative 

Negative  

Positive  

 

Total   21 
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ideas being blame, poor governance and condemnation among others were used which meant the way the 

reports diagnosed and framed the causes of the Chibok girls’ abduction.  

Moral evaluation on the other hand used an almost all negative frames except for the hope frame, 

which evaluated the Chibok girls’ abduction in a positive manner, giving hope to the parents and other 

interested parties on the possibility of the return of the Chibok girls. This can be exemplified in the 

content of the following report carried by Vanguard newspapers of 28th May, 2014 which reads: 

#BringBackOurGirls: ‘4 more abducted girls have escaped’ 

 

The Chairman, Chibok local government, Mr Bana Lawan said on Wednesday said 

that four more of the 221 abducted students of Government Girls Secondary School 

(GGSS) had escaped from their abductors. He said the girls had escaped on Tuesday to 

bring the number of girls who had escaped to 57…Lawan commended Nigerians for 

showing concern and support for Chibok people, saying the support had restored hope 

and aspiration of the people for the return of peace to the community. 

Similarly, treatment recommendations carried both positive and negative frames. Out of the 7 frames 

identified under treatment recommendations, 4 were positive while 2 were negative. The negative frames 

are insecurity and rescue demand frames, while the positive frames are advocacy, rescue effort, empathy; 

and hope frames. Therefore, treatment recommendations and other prescriptions on the Chibok girls’ 

abduction were mostly positive. 

An example of a positively framed report (DailyTrust, 3rd July, 2015), rescue effort frame reads thus:  

 We will assist Nigeria rescue Chibok girls – US 

 

 The government of United States of America has said that it has not forgotten the 

abducted Chibok school girls and will assist the Nigerian government in rescuing them 

from the Boko Haram terrorist. The commander United States Africa Command 

(USAAFRICOM) General David Retriguez and assistant secretary Bureau of African 

Affairs U S Department of State, Linda Thomas - Greenfield made this known in a joint 

online press conference. 

Frames emanating from reports on the consequences of the Chibok abduction were also a 

combination of positive and negative frames. Frames such as hopelessness, victim, doubt, protest, rescue 

demand, political, blame, anniversary, insecurity and condemnation are all negatively toned while rescue 

effort, hope, empathy, and image making were positive in tone. 

Looking at the frames used in reporting the abduction of the Chibok girls, it is clear reports that 

framed the abduction negatively are higher in number. From rescue demand to condemnation frames, 

from blame frame to ineptitude and more, the abduction of the Chibok girls from their school on 14th 

April 2014 witnessed media reports blaming and condemning the government of the day, its military 

personnel and the Boko Haram insurgents for the girls’ abduction. Similarly, at the initial period of the 

girl’s abduction, the federal government and its spoke persons gave a number of contradictory statements 

regarding the girls abduction. From denial of the abduction to contradictory number of the abducted 

Chibok girls, these themes when sifted and categorised under the contradictory frame.  

             These findings are consistent with the observation of Gamson and Modigliani (1989) that frames 

are ‘interpretative packages’ that give meaning to an issue. At the core of this package is ‘a central 

organizing idea, or frame, for making sense of relevant events, suggesting what the issue is”. In essence, 

the frames revealed on the Chibok girls’ abduction by the selected online newspapers are indeed the 

central organising ideas of the reports examined as evidenced from the themes of reports and the extracts 

of newspaper contents exemplified above. It also showed that indeed  “frames describes the attributes of 
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the news itself… as frames reside in the specific properties of the news narratives that encourage those 

perceiving and thinking about the events to develop particular understanding of them” (Entman, 1991:7). 

Therefore, certain frames sifted such as blame, ineptitude, condemnation; contradictory and political 

among others emerged from the “interpretation” and “properties” of reports as the central organising ideas 

of those reports.  

While similar researches such as Ngwu, Ekwe and Chiaha’s (2015) study on the framing of the 

abduction of Chibok girls (A study of the Guardian, Daily Sun, the Trust and Leadership Newspapers) 

revealed rescue effort frames, hopelessness frames, political frames, religious frames, ethnic frames, 

conspiracy frames and economic frames as frames emanating from its findings, and established that 

differences exist in framing the abduction based on geographical location, in favour of newspapers from 

the north, Jibril’s (2015) findings  revealed protest, ineptitude, abduction, prognostic, violent and 

marginalisation as frames in “Online Newspaper Coverage of the ‘Bring Back Our Girls Campaign’ in 

Nigeria” 

This study showed that while some frames found are consistent with the findings of the above 

researches, some frames are found to be different. Therefore, rescue effort frames, hopelessness frames, 

political frames and religious frames as frames similar to those identified by Ngwu, Ekwe and Chiaha 

(2015); while protest, ineptitude and abduction frames are in similarities with Jibril’s (2015) findings. The 

findings of this research therefore contributed in identifying additional frames to those identified by the 

above researchers. These frames include: blame, rescue demand, condemnation, insecurity, victim, poor 

governance, doubt, accusation, advocacy, corruption, contradictory, hope, empathy, anniversary and 

image making frames. 

When these findings are placed within the framing literature which emphasised selection and 

salience as factors that have impacts on perception, organisation, interpretation and consequence, it can be 

said that the framing of the Chibok girls’ abduction using these frames may mean that audiences draw 

inferences from them in evaluating the Chibok girls abduction story.  In this respect de Vreese (2005) 

states that “one influential way the media may shape public opinion is by framing events and issues in a 

particular way”. He further states that: 

 Frames in the news may affect learning, interpretation and evaluation of issues and 

events…The consequences of framing can be conceived on the individual and the 

societal level. An individual level consequence may be altered attitudes about an issue 

based on exposure to certain frames. On the societal level, frames may contribute to 

shaping social level processes such as political socialization, decision-making, and 

collective action (de Vreese 2005, p. 52). 

 

This statement appears to be true in this study, because from the tone of the frames following the 

Chibok girls abduction by the selected newspapers, and judging from the resultant reactions, actions and 

counter actions taken by the government, the international community and other partners, leading to the 

rescue and release of over 100 Chibok girls, one can say that the resultant consequences of negative 

framing of Chibok girls abduction by the selected newspapers may have achieved the purpose of gaining 

international support, getting government commitment and ensuring that the Chibok girls are not 

forgotten. Media framing therefore do not operate in a vacuum; they operate within the social, economic 

and political settings in the societies they operate. 

Conclusion  

Based on the findings of this research, it is safe to conclude that the media, particularly the online 

newspapers have within the period under study accorded the abduction of the Chibok school girls a 

significant publicity it deserved.  It is also noteworthy that the publicity was mostly negative. This is 

evident in the theme and frames of the reports in the selected online newspapers analysed above. Since the 
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mass media are reflections of the happenings in the society, the themes and frames of the reports on the 

abduction of Chibok school girls by the online newspapers are serious indictments on the government and 

the national security system and networks. 

Recommendations 

1)This study recommends that policy makers both on security and media issues should utilise the findings 

of academic researches such as this to serve as a mirror reflecting on issues affecting the society in order 

to take lessons from them to avoid future recurrence as evident in reporting the abduction of the Chibok 

school girls. This can be achieved if the government and the military formations adopt more proactive 

steps in safe-guarding the lives of citizens especially in terror prone regions like the Northeast. Intense but 

covert intelligence gathering and swift response to distress calls can go a long way to prevent and manage 

security crisis especially. This is more promising when the security operatives are well equipped and 

highly motivated. 

2) There is also the need for the government and the security operatives to make conscious efforts to 

salvage the battered image of government and the security operatives as a result of media framing of the 

reports such as this. One way to achieve this is by evaluating the security lapses that gave rise to 

successful abduction of the Chibok schoolgirls without any hindrance. Ensuring safe return of the girls 

and prevention of recurrence will help revamp the image of the government and the military. Community 

involvement within and outside the country with genuine reward packages can facilitate genuine and rapid 

concerns and involvement in security problem solving 
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